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30 June
The rising value of gold this year hasn’t translated into more buyers.

BNP Paribas SA (BNP) pleaded guilty to U.S. sanctions violations and 
agreed to pay a record $8.97 billion in a case that reached the 
highest echelons of French and American diplomacy.

Asian stocks climbed, with the regional index trading at a six-year high, 
as Japanese companies reported bigger-than-estimated investment 
plans and Chinese manufacturing gauges signaled expansion. The 
yen fell for the first time in five days and corn extended a quarterly 
slide.

Singapore’s home prices slid for a third consecutive quarter, the 
longest losing streak in five years, as tighter mortgage measures 
cooled demand in Asia’s second-most expensive housing market.

01 July
ING Groep NV (INGA) raised 1.54 billion euros ($2.1 billion) in a share 
sale of its insurance arm, the second-biggest initial public offering in 
Europe this year.

BNP Paribas (BNP) SA has applied for a regulatory exemption it needs 
to be able to keep managing U.S. pension-plan assets following its 
guilty plea for violating U.S. sanctions.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional index extending gains from a 
six-year high, after reports showing manufacturing expansion in the 
world’s two biggest economies sent U.S. equity gauges to records.

Wilmar International Ltd. (WIL) and First Pacific Co. (142) lowered 
their offer for Goodman Fielder Ltd. (GFF) by about 3.6 percent as 
Australia’s largest baker plans to write down the value of its assets 
amid intense competition.

03 July
Less than a year after the conversion of almost half their deposits over 
100,000 euros ($136,000) into equity, Bank of Cyprus Pcl shareholders 
face another potential blow as the lender weighs a stock sale.

Declining unemployment and a pledge that European interest rates 
will stay low jolted the Dow Jones Industrial Average above 17,000 for 
the first time, lifted the dollar and sent bonds lower.

Asian stocks climbed, pushing the regional index toward its longest 
run of weekly gains since 2012, while Australian bonds fell with U.S. 
unemployment at the lowest level since before the peak of the 
financial crisis. Malaysia’s ringgit rose to a seven-month high as 
aluminum fell.

Sixteen years after the overthrow of the dictator Suharto, Indonesia is 
turning back toward that regime as his former son-in-law pulls level in 
the race to run the world’s third-largest democracy.

04 July
Orange SA (ORA) Chief Executive Officer Stephane Richard says his 
rivals’ low-tariff tactics are no longer enough to steal market share in 
France, and he won’t be a leader in mergers and acquisitions meant 
to end a three-year price war.

Goldman Sachs Group Inc. brought forward its forecast for the Federal 
Reserve to raise interest rates after U.S. employers added more jobs 
than forecast, sending Treasuries lower for a fourth day.

Last year’s most-profitable bets on the Chinese economy have turned 
into money losers in 2014 as policy makers send mixed signals on which 
industries will lead the country’s expansion.

Expedia Inc. (EXPE), an online travel-booking service, agreed to 
buy Australia’s Wotif.com Holdings Ltd. (WTF) for A$703 million ($658 
million), seeking to expand its presence in the Asia-Pacific region.

02 July
A sustained slump in iron ore prices through next year would pressure 
credit metrics for producers including Atlas Iron Ltd. (AGO) and Cliffs 
Natural Resources Inc. (CLF) and may trigger ratings downgrades, 
Standard & Poor’s said.

U.S. stocks were little changed, after benchmark gauges closed at 
record levels yesterday, as private data showed companies added 
more workers than estimated in June before the government’s jobs 
report tomorrow.

Chinese stock bulls, battered by the world’s worst first-half losses, now 
have history on their side.

The disconnect between the drop in South Korean corporate 
borrowing costs to a 2007 low and the rise in debt rating downgrades 
is worrying investors.
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